POWER 31 DOUBLES DOWN
Things That Go Together

O

ver Country Aircheck’s first decade, the Power 31 readers’ poll has ranked industry power brokers with
the most influence over airplay decisions. Moving forward, it’s high time to recognize the symbiotic
relationship between radio and the music business with the addition of a Power 31 focused on those
who develop careers and oversee the creation of music fueling that airplay. Airplay with no music is as
untenable a position as music with no airplay. In a sense, they’re two great things that go great together.
Speaking of things that go together, each decision maker was asked to spotlight a member of their
organization who might not ordinarily make one of these types of lists – an unsung hero who represents the
team effort it takes to get the job done. Their selections are below.
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ROD PHILLIPS
iHeartCountry
RSVPP/Brand Manager
“Jackie Tigue (Coord./Artist
Content) joined the iHeartCountry
team in early 2016 and has helped
change the game with our efforts to
partner on new and exciting ways
to highlight artists. She immediately
started establishing quality
relationships with label teams,
managers and artists, and has truly
found a new home, both personally
and professionally in Nashville.”

MIKE DUNGAN
UMG/Nashville
Chairman/CEO
“This is Ellen Powers. Ellen
is Universal/Nashville’s
longest tenured employee,
having recently celebrated her
30th anniversary. She is our
VP of Recording/Marketing
Administration. She pays all the
bills and collects all the money. I
have no idea how any of it gets
done. She is my hero.”

2

ROYCE RISSER
UMG/Nashville
SVP/Promotion
“Chris Schuler (Dir./
Promotion & Radio
Marketing) is absolutely
critical to our success and
probably doesn’t get enough
credit for all he does. He
is the guy I go to with
just about any request for
analytics, stats, chart reports,
or anything else, really. He
always finds a way to get
Schuler
Risser
the info we need. At one
point, I asked him to delve into a particular syndicated show to find out
their methodology. Later that week, his office looked like a crime scene
investigation. Seriously. Cards on the ground, graphs and timelines on
the white board. Brilliant mind. Team player. Passionate about his work.
Attention to detail. All of these things and more.”

2

JOHN ESPOSITO
Warner Music Nashville
Chairman/CEO
“Torie Nugent (Sr. Dir./
Research & Analytics) is the
most engaging data nerd I’ve
ever met. I know she won’t
even mind that description,
because she loves analyzing
our business up and down and
all around, and helping inform
our decisions. And Torie loves
music on a profoundly deep
level. In the six years that she’s
been here, Torie has become
one of our most invaluable
resources. Knowledge is power
and Torie knows how to take vast amounts of information and distill it into
a simple-to-understand playbook for every person in every department to
execute their jobs better. Everyone in the building views her as a go-to person
to help them do their jobs better. She’s an owner!”
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SCOTT BORCHETTA
Kautz
Big Machine Label Group
President/CEO
“From the very idea of starting Big
Machine Records in 2005, Andrew
Kautz (COO) has been a pillar in the
foundation of BMLG. He’s my get-itdone guy where no idea is too big or
too crazy. On the legal side, he and
Malcolm Mimms have built a solidarity
that competes at the highest levels.
Operationally, the Machine runs at full
capacity, with a calm and a grace that
Borchetta
has so much to do with AK. Thank you
for allowing me to push him out front for some much-deserved recognition.”

3

CHARLIE COOK
Cumulus VP/Country, Cumulus/Nashville OM, WSM-FM PD
“It’s obvious that programming and promotion go hand in hand at radio
stations, but I am fortunate to have someone in charge of promotions for the
Nashville Country stations who I can lean on. I often say that if it were not for
Marie Miscia, I wouldn’t come in to work every day. She makes my job easier
because I have confidence in her to stay on top of things. I depend on Marie to
keep us focused in social media, promotions and public appearances.”

4

KURT JOHNSON
Townsquare SVP/Programming
“In addition to wearing multiple hats in
Abilene, TX, OM Frank Pain takes on
projects and volunteers when he sees
a need. Mostly, he’s always looking for
new ways to make his stations better.
Apparently, he finds some pretty good
ways, because he currently has three
stations tied at No. 1. Who’s ever even
heard of that?! But that’s Frank. He
makes great things happen. So here’s to
Johnson
Pain
The Painman!”

5

STEVE HODGES
Sony/Nashville EVP/Promotion
& Artist Development
“Lauren Thomas (National Director)
embodies every spirit of our three
promotion teams’ vision, work ethic,
respect for each other and passion for
our artists and their music. She works
tirelessly at making sure all the Ts are
crossed and Is are dotted on everything
from helping to guide our syndication
plans, to overseeing the radio prep/
content creation/delivery department,
to assisting in developing single and
album launch plans on multi-platform
levels. She does all that and more while maintaining and growing her
fabulous relationships at radio. If you’re around her for five minutes and
you’re not affected by her positive personality and infectious laughter, then
you must not be alive!”

6

KRISTEN WILLIAMS
Warner Music Nashville
SVP/Radio & Streaming
“Tim Foisset (VP/Streaming) is the
yin to my Radio & Streaming yang. He
paints the perfect picture of what I
want my team to represent – smart,
humble and confident but, most
importantly, ferociously tenacious when
it comes to our artists. I depend on Tim
every single day and in a fast-paced
and ever-evolving music industry, he
is leading the charge in new music
discovery by exposing our artists in new
and meaningful ways. There is no one
else I would want by my side.”

4

CINDY MABE
UMG/Nashville President
“Tony Grotticelli (Dir./Digital Development & Analytics) started with me back
when we were just Capitol/Nashville. His approach to digital marketing came
from that of an independent contractor, and it took him a minute to understand
how a major record label operated. Since that time, Tony has quietly become
an expert at digital marketing, web analytics, CRM, digital advertising, fan clubs,
D2C and business development. He’s a team leader and a marketing-minded
man. He’s nothing short of my right hand. He is my hero and one of the
important reasons UMG is as successful as it is.”

5

RANDY GOODMAN
Sony/Nashville
Chairman/CEO
“Sr. Analyst/Insights &
Reporting Emilie Gilbert
technically works for Sony
Distribution, but sits in our
offices. She works locally for
Caryl Healey, our VP/Sales.
She’s a young, smart woman in
our core demo. Passionate P1
country user. Feeds us crucial
analytics so that we can make
the best decisions possible
on behalf of our artists and
business. Unsung outside our
office, but highly valuable.”
Harnen

7

TIM ROBERTS
CBS Radio/Detroit
VP/Music Programming
WYCD PD
“One of our greatest assets
at WYCD is Production Dir.
Terry Phillips, who is an allaround genius in writing and
producing, and is a great idea
man as well. He’s been my
right hand in producing WYCD
imaging, promos, promotions
and more for over a decade.
He even helps us do our jingle
packages and just has a
great ear and mind for great
radio. In addition to WYCD
duties, Terry also images sister
station WOMC and helps
on numerous other projects
within the CBS/Detroit family,
and even helps the CRS
Agenda Committee.”
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Roberts

Phillips

Thoen

6

JIMMY HARNEN
Big Machine Label
Group EVP, BMLG
Records President
“Exec. Asst. Andrew
Thoen. Loyalty,
dedication, hard
working, a real ‘get
it’ factor, attention to
detail and respect are
a must for an executive
assistant. When you
realize you have all of
that while developing
a true friendship with
your EA, who also has
great ‘ears’ – well, ain’t
I the lucky guy! Even
if he is a Washington
Redskins fan.”

CORAN CAPSHAW
Red Light
Management Founder
“I’ve always said that
the strength of our
organization is built on
our strong individuals,
and Megan Wilson has
been and continues to
be an incredibly strong
member of our team.
She oversees global tour
marketing efforts for our
RLM artists working closely with our radio partners to develop integrative tour
promotions. Her depth of touring experience combined with her close radio
relationships has provided invaluable insight and advantage to our artists.”

Contact Affiliate Relations at
Affiliates@premierenetworks.com
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8

CARSON JAMES
BBR Music Group
SVP/Promotion
“There is no one in our
entire building who keeps
me and every department
focused and on deadline
like our Dir./ Creative
Services Jen Joe. The
path she has chosen is
not one of accolades,
only the appreciation
that, without her, not a
damn thing would be
delivered on time! She’s
our rock and, speaking
for everyone in the
company, I am indebted
to her on behalf of the
entire BBRMG family.
Thank you, Jen. We’d be
f-ed without you!”

8

JON LOBA
BBR Music Group EVP
“There is a reason I wanted to hire
JoJamie Hahr (VP/Mktg.) the first
day I met her as a promotion assistant
at WWKA/Orlando. You can teach
the technical aspects of the business,
but you can’t teach passion and
heart. JoJamie was bursting with it
that first day and it has only grown
every moment since. The good news
for me is she has the creativity and
organizational skills to match – a true
triple threat. She was an important
part of building BBR, as well as
launching Valory, and will play a
critical role as we write the next
chapters of the BBR/BMG story. I tell her often I can’t imagine doing this job
without her and I mean every word of it.”

9

MIKE MOORE
Entercom Dir./Country
Programming Portland VP/
Programming, KWJJ PD
“Alicia Shroyer started at our
Portland radio stations as an intern
a number of years ago. Over time
she has worked her way up to
serve as Dir./Mktg. & Promotions
for 99-5 The Wolf and our sports
station, 1080 The Fan. She works
tirelessly at various concerts, fairs,
festivals, sporting events and golf
tournaments while raising a fouryear-old little boy, and being a
tremendous help to me.”

10

BOBBY YOUNG
Capitol VP/Promotion
“While everyone at UMG runs full tilt all
the time, Donna Hughes (Dir./Radio
Marketing) runs in the red zone 24 hours a
day, scheduling, booking and orchestrating
satellite tours; writing, producing and
clearing radio specials; securing, editing and
distributing artist liners; booking and escorting
artists for syndicated radio interviews;
feeding radio press stories; and booking
and writing trade advertising. Oh yeah, she
also works closely with Chris Schuler (above)
and together they are instrumental in the setup of new singles and every
album launch. She does this for our roster of more than 30 very busy artists
and, amazingly, gets it all done by deadline and with a smile! I’m sure I’m
forgetting something, but you get the idea.”

11

BECKY BRENNER
Albright & O’Malley & Brenner
Consulting Partner
“Mike O’Malley has been my mentor and
partner for the past six years. He has been a
major market PD in Baltimore, Washington,
DC and New York, where he launched WYNY
as a Country station for NBC in 1987, and
programmed it for five years. We are both very
passionate about the music and balance each
other perfectly when it comes to finding hits and
building winning radio stations.”

12

JEFF GARRISON
Cox Country Format Leader, Cox/San Antonio Dir./Operations
KCYY PD
“Programming Asst./morning & midday personality Beth Chandler demonstrates
every day what it means to get it done! Not only is she an unbelievable talent on
air, Beth’s contribution to the Y100 team is exceptional, from her positive attitude
to relentless execution. She is an example for the whole team!”

9

KERRI EDWARDS
KP Entertainment Owner/President
“VP Dustin Eichten has always been a behind-the-scenes kind of employee. I
consider him my follow-through guy. Once our team develops ideas and plans,
he makes sure each one is seen through. He works countless hours on behalf of
our entire roster and I couldn’t image running my business without him.”

10

TROY TOMLINSON
Sony/ATV Publishing
President/CEO
“A 20-year veteran of our
company, SVP/Creative Terry
Wakefield is ‘unsung’ because
his humility causes him to
avoid drawing any attention to
himself, no matter how great
the accomplishment. He’s
willing to serve in any capacity
that betters the team and takes
seriously the mentoring of young
Tomlinson
Wakefield
songpluggers. He’s our ‘hero’
because he fought cancer and
won. He dealt with hearing damage due to the treatments and won. And he
did all of this while still remaining the go-to guy to get a song recorded.”

11

SCOTT HENDRICKS
Warner Music Nashville
EVP/A&R
“I don’t think our department
would function without Stephanie
Davenport (Dir./A&R). She is a
tireless partner who looks for ways
to make us more competitive,
more innovative, and all the while
does it with grace, patience, and
kindness to everyone. Her talents
lie not only in finding talent and
helping to create music, but also
in mentoring. For years she has commandeered our intern program, and
selflessly gives of her time to educate new team members daily. She is building
our team for tomorrow, and every day she goes above and beyond to make
sure we are the best we can be.”

12

Garrison,
Cole Swindell,
Chandler
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CLARENCE
SPALDING

Maverick
Management
President
“Head of Mktg./
Digital Strategy
Amanda Cates
has been with us
for nine years now
and has become
an invaluable part
of our team. She is
highly intelligent,
motivated, forward
thinking and
passionate; and she
makes all of us better
at our jobs.”

"everything about it stops you in your tracks" - Whiskey Riff

New Album: This Ride - Available October 6th

GOD MADE A

WOMAN

"one of ten best country singles this year" - Digital Journal

New SELF-TITLED ALBUM: Available NOVEMBER 3rd

The followup to the #1 smash, “MY GIRL”

IMPACTING NOW

SIZZLING SUMMER HITS

COMING SOON!

For more information about any and all of these services,
please contact Robin Rhodes R O B I N @M E D I A B AS E .CO M
M E D I A B A S E .CO M

7
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GREGG SWEDBERG
iHeartCountry Brand Coord.
Western Great Lakes RSVPP
KEEY/Minneapolis OM/PD
“McKaila Granning handles a lot of
jobs – Digital PD for k102.com and
social engagement for the station. She’s
also worked herself into a sidekick
role with Chris Carr & Company and
is becoming very popular with the
audience. She’s exactly the type of
employee you’d want – someone not
afraid to take on new challenges and
who has her roots into many different
departments here. As seen in the
picture, she also wanted to make sure
everybody on the team got credit, too.”

19

JOSH EASLER
Arista VP/Promotion
“There is simply no way to properly
express how valuable Promotion
Specialist Olivia Laster is to our team.
She manages every detail for us, the
artists, artist managers, as well as
managing relationships within the Sony
Music Nashville family. I’ve never met
anyone in my life with better attention to
detail. I can’t count how many times a day
I say, ‘Olivia!’ and she has the answer for
whatever it is I need. She’s truly an asset
to our team and our company.”

21

CHRIS PALMER
Warner Music Nashville VP/Radio & Streaming
“VP/Brand Management Lisa Ray is like ‘one stop shopping’
for anything to do with an artist. She and her staff deal with every
single department in the building as well
as all of the artist managers. If there is
ever anything I need to present to our
radio and streaming departments, she
will either already have something that’s
perfect, or start the ball rolling with
great suggestions and then execute the
final product. Also, when we’re doing a
radio tour for a new artist I can let Lisa
know what assets we’ll be needing and
she will work with all the appropriate departments to tie everything
together and make sure it all stays on brand. Lisa and her department
make me and my department look like rock stars ... er, country stars.”

22

GATOR HARRISON
iHeart Country Brand. Coord., iHeartMedia/Nashville
SVP/Programming
“iHeartCountry Dir./Digital Content Zack Massey is that guy.
Innovative and creative with a broad knowledge of programming,
sales and digital, combined
with unparalleled character
and passion for music.
Technically he connects
iHeartCountry to country
music fans via national
events, websites, editorials,
original video content,
photography and social
media. But what he
accomplishes pales in
comparison to how he does
it and who he is. The real
honor is being able to call
him friend as well as coMassey, Harrison
worker.”
Logan,
Brett Young,
Huff
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BRUCE LOGAN
KILT/Houston
VP/Programming
“I have the best APD/
MD in the country. I’m
not kidding. Chris Huff
has major market PD
experience and is the
smartest person I know. He’s
a walking encyclopedia of
music information and the
best thing is, he makes me
laugh. There are many at
The Bull who make the team
special, but every one of
them would point to Chris
Huff as our secret weapon.”

ARTISTS/MUSIC

KENT EARLS
UMPG/Nashville EVP/GM
“Tammy Helm has been with
the company for almost 24 years
and is vital to our day-to-day
operations. She handles Nashville
administration in step with our
global and North American
administration team. Tammy’s a
very detailed and dedicated manager who also likes to play the banjo
in her spare time. Our office wouldn’t run as smoothly without her
expertise.”

13

19

JOHNNY CHIANG
KKBQ/Houston
Dir./Ops
“Imaging Director
Maureen Cooper or ‘Mo,’
as we call her, has been
with me for around 10
years. She takes all the
crazy ideas I have in my
head and crafts them into
beautiful reality on the
air. I›ve always thought that
running a radio station is
very much like producing a
film. The PD is the director, and the Imaging Director is the director of
photography. Mo’s my partner.”

SHANE MCANALLY
SmackSongs Owner
Monument Records Co-President
“Robin Palmer was listening to and
pitching my songs when nobody else
would. She saw something in me that
even I couldn’t see, and she has done
that with an endless list of writers and
artists who came long before me, and
she continues with all of the current
Smack roster. She is a talent nurturer
and a lover of songwriters and songs
who goes far beyond the call of
publisher or plugger. Above all of this, she is a friend I am proud to have and
a person I am better for knowing.”

20

ROD ESSIG
CAA Agent
Co-head Nashville
“Lucy Kozak (Tour Marketing) has long
played a pivotal role in developing
innovative marketing strategies that keep
CAA’s clients at the forefront of the everchanging music business.”

20

JR SCHUMANN
SiriusXM Sr. Dir./Country
Programming
“SVP/GM, Music Programming
Steve Blatter has a vision for our
subscribers’ desire and need for
music discovery that allows me and
the other programmers at SiriusXM
to truly experience radio from the
good old days. We break records
Blatter,
and play music. We get to be on
Garth Brooks, Schumann
the cutting edge. Music meetings
are exciting. Showcases mean
something. That’s not something you find everywhere. Having a leader
who understands the importance of music discovery allows me to do
what I do. I love radio all over again because of it.”
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JASON OWEN
Sandbox Entertainment
President/CEO, Monument Records
Co-President
“Sandbox Head of Touring Leslie
Cohea has this infectious energy that
is contagious within Sandbox and with
all our employees. She pushes us to
think outside of the normal mindset of
touring, marketing and routing. To name
some recent examples of her incredible
contribution to Sandbox, Leslie was
instrumental in the creation and execution
of Little Big Town’s sold out 10-show
residency at the Ryman, as well as coordinating the entire Tim and Faith:
Soul 2 Soul The World Tour alongside our partners The Messina Group.
She also picks the best places for lunch.”

JOHN MARKS
Spotify Global Head of
Country Programming
“Xavier Jernigan heads up
our North American team. He
faces his myriad of activities
and constituents always with
smarts, a smile, positivity and
passion for music and artists.
It’s an honor and pleasure to
work with him.”

Marks

Jernigan

14

15

JOEL RAAB
Joel Raab
Associates Country
Programming
Consultant
“Barry Mardit, a
former major market
programmer in his
own right, is an
integral part of my
company. We’ve
been close friends
and business
associates for many
years. His attention
to detail, creativity
and understanding
of great radio are
invaluable to both
me and our radio
partners.

Michiels

13

BEN VAUGHN
Warner/Chappell President
“Matt Michiels (Sr. Coord./A&R & Production) is a foundational
element of what makes Warner/Chappell special. The company was
introduced to Matt via Rusty Gaston in 2004. Around the office, Matt is
truly a jack of all trades, contributing excellence in A&R, synch, catalog
and production capabilities. We are blessed that Matt calls W/C home
and is an important part of our team culture.”

14

DANN HUFF
Producer
“Ever since I started
making records, Justin
Niebank has been
integral to 98% of what
I’ve done. That’s not to
take away from other
recording and overdub
engineers I’ve used, but
the way Justin mixes
and tracks has shaped
the way I think about
music. Because he’s a
musician, we can speak in those terms and production doesn’t devolve
into a technical process. Music is always at the front. The famous Justin
Niebank quote is, ‘Do you like the singer or not?’ Which always brings
things back to the subject at hand.”

Mardit

Raab

15

CRAIG WISEMAN
Big Loud Owner/
Managing Partner
“Mine is Kimberly Gleason, CoDir./Publishing Operations. We had
worked together and were friends
when, 15 years ago, she came to
wish me well at my new company
and never left. We have been
through it all and I cannot imagine a
day of my career without Kimberly’s
quiet, steady, smart, fun, patient,
loyal friendship and teamwork.”

Raab

22

JIM ED NORMAN
Curb CEO
“Becky Judd has worked as Mike Curb’s Exec. Asst. for 23 years and
carries the well-deserved title Vice President. Perpetually avoiding the
limelight, she manages not only the day-to-day personal, office and
administrative affairs
for the Chairman
and owner of
an exceptionally
successful
independent
entertainment
company, but also
orchestrates the many
other daily challenges
surrounding the Curb
companies, operating
in philanthropy and
motorsports as well.
She has also carefully
and thoughtfully
provided counsel and
comfort to employees
who needed either a
helping hand, a sympathetic ear, shoulder on which to cry or sage advice.
She does it all with a grace not often displayed in times of high energy
and exacting demands. If you were out at the moment of eclipse totality
and saw a bright light shining in the distance, it was Becky.”

Swing Music: Pittman (l) and O’Connell (r) while serving
as ball boys for a Notre Dame vs. Boston College game at
Fenway. Pictured with ND equipment manager Ryan Grooms.

23

KEN ROBOLD
Sony/Nashville EVP/COO
“In the two years since the newly announced executive structure at Sony,
there has been a complete overhaul of the artist roster, with nearly 20
new signings, as well as the crucial renegotiation of Miranda Lambert’s
deal. While it all
starts with the
incredible artists our
A&R department
brings in, it takes
an awful lot of
deft negotiation
and diligence
to complete the
deals. SVP/Legal
& Business Affairs
Angie Magill has
been instrumental in
our rebuilding and
our ability to get
more artists into the
marketplace.”

Vaughn

16
16

BOBBY BONES
Premiere’s The Bobby Bones Show
“My co-host, Amy, is the real star of the show. The luckiest thing to
happen to my career was meeting her at a restaurant. She is all the
things I’m not – human, likable and not insane. She’s the real MVP and
I wouldn’t be whatever I am without her presence.”

BRIAN O’CONNELL
Live Nation President/Country
“Brian Pittman is the pure definition of the unsung hero. He not only
drives my bus, but is my constant companion on the road. He makes what
I do possible by getting us where we need to be safely, working insane
hours in adverse conditions and, most of all, being the friend I need to
keep me sane while on the road 46 weeks a year.”

17

17

GEORGE BRINER
Valory GM
“Coord. Lauren Simon is
the one who supplies myself
and the entire Valory team
all the data that we need on
a daily basis. She goes above
and beyond what is required
and she brings an extra
creative sense that only helps
in our goals to have new
music heard every day.”

Ben

Beckam

Oswald

ROB BECKHAM
William Morris
Endeavor Entertainment
Partner
“I could not do my job without
Greg Oswald. Greg was my
first boss when I moved to
Nashville, and throughout my
career he has been a mentor
and a friend. I now have
the privilege to run WME’s
Nashville office with him, and
I still feel like I learn so much
from him every day.”
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JOHN SHOMBY
Cumulus Nash Dir./Programming
WKDF/Nashville PD
“Without a doubt, Ty, Kelly & Chuck Board Op/
production guy/engineer Matt Bradshaw is
someone who gets it done, day in and day out,
here at the Nash Campus. He gives off that ‘inner
intensity’ that lets you know the show, technically,
is in very capable hands. Equipment issues? He
works on them until they are handled, and that
Matt
John
could mean a 16 to18-hour day. He’s the first in
the building every day at around 2:30am, always smiling. He’s responsible
for all of the timing on the network for the show. I’ve been here 18 months
and have never had a situation where we had a timing issue. This guy rarely if
ever gets the credit he deserves. It’s about time!”

25

Bunt, Dustin Lynch,
Adams

LEE ADAMS
Broken Bow
VP/National Promotion
“West Coast Regional Layna Bunt and
I have worked side by side for nearly 16
years. In that time, we’ve taken more than
25 singles to No. 1, from Jason Aldean,
Dustin Lynch and Craig Morgan; and
logged many hours on the road and phone
together. I nicknamed Layna ‘Add Queen’
and know I can always count on her. Layna
is a huge part of BBR’s success.”

26

DAMON MOBERLY
Mercury VP/National Promotion
“Nick Kaper (Coord./Promotion) is invaluable to
our operation. Whether it’s planning showcases,
managing budgets or handling weekend artist travel
emergencies, we couldn’t do it without Nick. One of
the most impressive things about this young talent is
Moberly
Kaper
that while handling all these things, he’s also been
able to forge relationships with radio programmers, artists and managers.
Our jobs in promotion can be stressful, sometimes hectic, but always
rewarding. Nick and the other coordinators at UMG don’t get enough credit
for all that they do to keep us moving forward.”

24

CLINT HIGHAM
Morris Higham President
“Mike Betterton and I have known
each other since day one of college.
He’s now our GM and VP of our
agency. He never looks for the spotlight
but is the backbone of our company.
He wears so many hats and knows how
to pivot from a complex issue, going
from problem to resolution. Keeping
up with me is not easy, but he’s good
at keeping me on my leash when I go
too far.”

28

MATTHEW HARGIS
BMLG Records SVP/Promotion
“Leah Fischer is our Coord./Promotion and also
unofficially known as ‘Head Of Air Traffic Control.’ As
all of our artists and the promotion team crisscross
the country on a daily basis, Leah is the nexus of our
communication system. The entire team leans on
her day in and day out for support in every facet of
promoting Florida Georgia Line, Brett Young, Drake
White, Ryan Follese and Danielle Bradbery.”

SETH ENGLAND
Big Loud Partner
“As we’ve built Big Loud, we’ve
consistently looked for employees
with hustle. We’ve always felt if we
had to choose, choose hustle over
anything. Stacy Blythe-Waugh
(National Dir./Promotion) exemplifies
the hustle and drive we are looking
for. She has been with Big Loud for two
years now and quarterbacks our radio
promotion efforts. We’ve all seen new
start-ups who can’t put one on the board early, and they are forced to learn
from their mistakes. Stacy told us she had a vision for a promotion team she
wanted to build, and truly lead. She hasn’t let us down. She took our first artist
and first single straight to No. 1. That is all due to her dedication to this format,
but also because she has as much hustle in one person that I’ve ever met.”

26

BRIAN WRIGHT
UMG/Nashville Mgr./A&R
“Sarah Marie Burke (TITLE) is one of the most
important members of our A&R team. I have been
fortunate enough to work alongside her for 10 years.
Her passion for artists, songwriters and love for country
music is second to none.”

27

PETER STRICKLAND
Warner Music Nashville
Chief Marketing Officer
“Clark Mims Tedesco (Exec. Asst.) is a
go-to for all things that anyone in the
company needs, including me. Day to day,
she challenges me to stay in line and on
time. She has grown within and beyond
her role and always takes on everything at
full speed.”

DJ STOUT
Beasley Format Captain/Country
WSOC & WBCN/Charlotte OM/PD
“Dir./Mktg. & Promotions Chele Fassig has been with
me since 2002 and there is no doubt that WSOC would
not be the station it is today without her. Chele is the
hardest working person I have ever seen and she is
completely committed to making sure our station is always
represented with class and that we do exactly what we say
we will do. It would take pages to completely describe her
importance to WSOC and to myself. Chele is my Siri, my Outlook, my ear to
bend, my voice when I’m not there, my kick in the butt when needed and most
of all, one of my best friends. I can say without a doubt that Chele makes me
and everyone on my WSOC team better and makes all of our jobs easier.”
KATIE DEAN
MCA VP/Promotion
“At any label the promotion department and the A&R
department have to work together to break artists. I’ve
known [VP/A&R] Stephanie Wright for 12 years and she
was the first person to turn me on to Kacey Musgraves,
Sam Hunt and so many other artists and songs that have
become staples in my music collection. She’s also a great
friend and confidant.”
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ALLISON JONES
BMLG SVP/A&R
“Jake Basden (VP/Head of Publicity) works 24-7
to make sure all of our artists, staff, label and brand
are positioned and amplified at the highest level.
You won’t find a bigger champion for our artists or a
better person. He’s always behind the scenes making
sure everyone else looks good and receives accolades,
while he should be the one on the top of these lists!”
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NATE DEATON
Empire KRTY/San Jose GM
“The KRTY Music Committee has16 to18
members, the great majority of whom are
listeners. These folks come to the station
every Wednesday at 9:15 for an hour
and listen to new music. They assist in the
decisions of adds and conversions and
provide invaluable insight into real listener
opinion on new songs. These same folks
come to all the shows and artist showcases we have and are the very fabric of
the radio station.”

Betterton

Wright

Dean

KRIS LAMB
Big Machine
VP/Promotion
“Erik Powell has been employed
by Big Machine Records for 11
years and he is the spirit of our
imprint. He’s one of the most loyal,
hard-working and dependable
executives I’ve worked with and
it’s beyond a privilege to have him
as our National Director. If anyone
‘knows’ Erik, they know they have
a friend for life. There’s no one else
I’d rather have in my corner than E
to The Power Of Rock.”

JOHN ZARLING
Sony/Nashville EVP/
Marketing & New Business
“From my first day at Sony, Chloe Doyle
(Coord./Marketing Administration) was
ready to help. Her dedication to what
she does is evident by the loose ends
that always get followed through on
– even if it is via text at 8pm at night.
Being pulled in a million directions
each day, she has been a beacon of
consistency for me. Some may not
understand Chloe’s contributions immediately because she isn’t the loudest
one in the room; she knows listening is just as important as speaking in order
to control a situation.”
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KOS WEAVER
BMG EVP
“Daniel Lee (VP/Creative) is one of the best
all-around champions of creators I have ever
worked with. Whether he is helping to develop
an artist like Carly Pearce or working with
songwriters like busbee and Hillary Lindsey,
his results-based approach has yielded an
incredible amount of great music. Our evergrowing success is due to having buildings full
Weaver
Lee
of people who are intent on getting everything
right on behalf of the writers and artists we represent. You can’t get things
right if you don’t respect both the creative and business side of music. Daniel is
equally adept at both, making him a great example of everything we strive for.”
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BETH LAIRD
Creative Nation Music Co-Owner/CEO
“Kelsey Granda has been with us longer than any employee and was our first
intern when we opened the doors. She is Sr. Dir./Creative Administration, but
we call her the detail expert. Songwriters and creative executives aren’t always
the most organized, so she is our secret
weapon. She keeps our publishing catalog
organized, oversees demo billing, production
coordination, parties, gifts, writer calendars,
Dropbox, spreadsheets, travel, expenses and
knows how to communicate with and motivate
creatives. I can’t say enough wonderful things
about her and everyone at my company
Laird
Granda
would say the same!”

